Morning Session

09:00 N Ritchie: Opening Remarks
09:20 GR Upadhaya: Requirements for an Internet Exchange
09:40 O Filip: FRED Installation of Fedora
10:00 E Lisse: Legacy to Registry
10:20 Questions
10:30 O Guillard: DNSSEC and the IANA-Wg
10:45 C Disspain: Lessons from Selection of a Registry Operator
11:15 K Silva: Today’s and Tomorrow’s Security Threats
Afternoon Session

12:00 Lunch
13:00 E Lisse: Open Source
   http://eticket.sourceforge.net
13:30 R Aggarwal: .I(D)N
14:00 Questions
14:10 J Daley: Taking Control of Technology
14:50 Questions
14:55 N Ritchie: Closing Remarks
15:00 End

19:00 Speakers’ Dinner
Web Cast

http://media1.icann.org/ramgen/broadcast/...

.../jehangir.rm (Video)

.../jehangir.ram (Audio)

Chat

http://del.icann.org

Login/Register